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Senior Resident 

Sr. No. 

Subject:- Recruitment to the post of Senior Resident on Adhoc basis in Bhagwan Mahavir Hospital, GNCTD, Pitampura, Delhi-34. 

3 

Walk in interview will be held on 13/02/2024 1nterview will be from 09:30 AM to 11:30 AM in the office of the Medical Superintendent for selection/appoint1ment of Senior Resident (Medicine, Obs. & Gynae., Peadiatrics, Anaesthesia, Surgery & Radiology) as mentioned below. However, the number of posts may vary and vacancies may be filled in phases: 

4 

GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT BHAGWNAN MAHAVIR HOSPITAL 
H-4/5, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034. 
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Name of Speciality 

Medicine 
Obs. & Gynae. 
Pediatrics 
Anaesthesia 

*Number of seats may vary. 

EMOULUMENTS: 

Surgery 
Radiology 

Tenure: 

WALK IN INTERVIEW 

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS: 

Category 
Gen. SC. ST. OBC 

01 

01 

01 

01 

02 

1. Date of Birth Certificate (Xth Class) 

01 

those posts may be filled with unreserved category. 

-

01 
01 

01 

EWS 
01 

For SR -67,700/- in Level-11 (Rs. 15,600-39, 100 G.P 6600 pre-revised). 

01 

-oso02y 

01 

Note:- 1. If any post of reserved category left vacant due to unavailability of eligible candidate, 

Dated 

01 

2. If any post of SR remaints vacant for any particular department then the interview will be continued in subsequent days till the post are filled. 

Date of interview 

For Senior Resident: MBBS Degree from MCI recognized university with P.G/Diploma/DNB qualification in respective speciality and the candidate must not have completed three years of Senior residency in any recognized institution including regular and adhoc period. If such candidates are not available in speciality, others without post graduate qualification but with 03 years of experience in concerned speciality may be considered. Registration of PG/Diploma/DNB in speciality with Delhi Medical Council is compulsory. Candidate with Medicine PG/DNB will be given preference over Family Medicine. However, for the Radiology Senior Resident valid MD/DNB degree is mandatory, candidates with three 

13/02/2024 

AGE LIMIT:-For S.R. -45 years for General, 50 years for SC/ST and 48 years for OBC(Delhi) Candidates (as on date of interview). 

For Senior Resident (adhoc basis):- The appointment will be on an emergent and purely on adhoc basis for a period of 89 days or till regular incumbent joins against those posts whichever is earlier with 01 day as Break Days after completion of every 89 days. 

Registration with Delhi Medical Council of India is Compulsory. Candidates must bring Photograph and a set of attested copies of all the certificates along with their originals for verification at the time of interview as following 

years experience without degree will not be considered. 



2. DMC Registration. 
3. Degree/Diploma Certificate. 
4. Attempt Certificate. 
5. Internship Certificate. 

6. Mark-Sheets of all years. 
7. Caste Certificate (If applicable) OBC Certificate is considered of Delhi only. 8. Aadhar Card/Voter Card/ Driving License /any valid photo I/card approved by Govt. 

Note: - For appearing in the interview, candidates shall not be paid any TA/DA by this office. In case of non 
availability of candidates, as per the relevant scheme mentioned above, candidates may be considered in terms 
of the relaxation of provision circulated as per circular no. F.J21/26/2010/H&FW/1996-2045 dated 
10/06/2011 of Dept. of H&FW, GNCTD with the following relaxations: 

For Sr. Residents 

1. In the specialties where there is perpetual shortage like Anesthesia and Radiology etc or in specialties 
where no fresh candidates are available, candidates who have completed 03 years of Sr. Residency 
may also be allowed to appear in the interview. 

2 Separate merit lists for fresh candidates and for other (i.e. those who have completed 03 years of Sr. 
Residency already) would be prepared. 

3 Firstly, the list containing the name of fresh candidates would be exhausted for appointment as Sr. 
Residents and second list would be used only after that. 

4 All Senior Residents appointments from second list will be for one year only. It would not be 
renewable after one year. 

Other General conditions/Requirements: 
1. The posts will be filled up in phases as per availability of vacancies and as per rule need of the 

department. The number of vacancies as shown above may subject to change. 
Appointment shall be subject to medical fitness and verification of educational certificate. 

3. No TA/DA will be paid for appearing in the interview. 
4. In case of non availability of SC/ST/OBC candidates, posts shall be filled for 89 days on adhoc 

basis as per combined merit of all category. 
Note: - Competent Authority reserves the right to do any amendment, cancellation and changes at any stage 
during of after appointment. 

REPORTING TIME FOR INTERVIEW: -:-09.30 A.M.to l1.30 A.M. on above mention date in the 
Room No.-132, B.M. Hospital. 
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1. To upload the website of H&FW Dept. GNCT of Delhi. 
2. Notice Board of B.M.H 

Copy forwarded to the following with the request to display the same on the Notice Board: 

3. P.A to M.S (For Information) 

(DR-KKJeTA) 
MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT 

Dated 

(DR. R\KeuTA) 
MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT 
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